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2020 Pierce County Democrats Endorsement Questionnaire 
-Partisan Election- 

Candidate name: John Caverly 

Position sought: Pierce County District 6 

Date submitted: 05/11/2020  

Candidate qualities and conduct:  The Pierce County Democratic Central Committee endorses 
and supports qualified Democrats seeking elected office. When deciding whether to recommend 
endorsement, the Endorsements Committee may consider the candidate’s dedication to 
Democratic Party values and principles, the viability of the campaign, and the candidate’s 
qualifications for office, among other things. Endorsed candidates are discouraged from 
supporting non-Democratic candidates or from supporting any candidate who doesn’t represent 
Democratic values. Endorsed candidates should distinguish themselves from any Democratic 
opponents in an objectively fair, informational, and non-confrontational fashion.  

By submitting this endorsement questionnaire, I publicly affirm: 
• I am a Democrat and will uphold Democratic Party values. 
• I will abide by the above principles of conduct. 

You may respond N/A (not applicable) if appropriate.  Expand or decrease space as needed. 

Questions 

1. Why are you running for this particular office? 
Our county government plays an important part in the lives of all its citizens, but more 
especially of those who live in unincorporated areas of the county.  I am running for Pierce 
County Council position 6 to bring reasonable mainstream values to our county 
government so that all who do not live in the incorporated cities of pierce county feel that 
they have someone who will represent them, they needs, there communities, and there 
values.  I believe that I am the best candidate to do this. 

2. What are your qualifications (traditional or not) for seeking this elected office?   
Education: Bachelor’s Arts from the University of Phoenix in Health Care Administration 
with a concentration in Emergency Management 
Certified EMT since 1997 Volunteer Firefighter with Okanogan County Fire Protection 
Dist. 12 (Out of District Volunteer) holding the position of Captain and EMS Supervisor 
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Small business owner in Pierce County 
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3. What are the 1 - 3 most important issues for your district or your elected body/office?   
Crime 
Homelessness 
Infrastructure 

4. Why should the Pierce County Democratic Party support you for this position, and how have 
you demonstrated Democratic values?   
I believe that I am the best candidate for Pierce County Council District 6 as I have a 
strong belief in our democratic values. 

I bring a variety of valuable life experience to this position, I am a small business owner, I 
have the experience of doing civil service, I have a solid background of supporting those 
with disabilities.  As a person with learning disabilities I understand the importance of 
excellent education, having worked a as classified school district employee and growing up 
in a home of a long time teamster I understand the importance of strong labor jobs while 
keeping the understanding of a small business owner.  And as a first responder I 
understand the needs that our firefighters, deputies, emergency manages, dispatchers, and 
all other first responders face Have server as a wildland firefighter I have seen firsthand 
what our Trump era environmental policies have done to our forests, the sound, and our 
communities and local farms a want to help put in place policies that protect the 
environment.   

Working with a small rural fire district that is in a very conservative part of the state I 
have learned how work across the isle with those who have different beliefs than mine to 
implement needed community programs, and I know the value and importance of 
community support.  

As a longtime member of the 29th District democratic party I believe that I poses all those 
key democratic values that our county government needs to face the challenges of today  

5. When elected, how will you make yourself accessible, and how would you obtain constituent 
input on issues and decisions?   
I believe that as a council member, the whole point of the position is to represent the needs 
of the community and regular communications is a requirement of the job.  Town halls 
both in person (COVID-19 rules with standing) or virtual meets must be a regular part of 
the job.  Taking constituent phone calls, email, and other face to face interactions are some 
of the most important tools available to ensuring the needs of the wh+*ole community. For 
me, my decisions will be what’s best for all of my constituents, but I can’t make those 
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decisions in a vacuum and will need constituent input to make the best decision for the 
county 

6. How have you previously provided and how would you increase access and influence for 
people and groups that may lack them?   

Well my positions as a County council member is to ensure that all people and groups in 
this community have a voice and its my responsibility to be there advocate when needed, 
however I also feel it is my responsibly to provide those marginalized communities the tools 
and the access to empower these communities do this themselves.    

As an Emergency Medical Technician I have on many occasions stood as an advocate for 
my patients and their families, and in many cases during there gravest hours and have 
always felt that as a privilege, but what is even greater privilege to me is when I am able to 
provide them those tools and those introductions to that all important access they need and 
to empower them do it one their own while still providing that needed support and 
influence they need to be successful. It is so fulfilling to know that that key introduction, 
that this specific opportunity I facilitated for them allowed them to shine and succeed  

7. Do you support unrestricted access to reproductive health care for all women, including the 
right to abortion? 

I believe that affordable access to all healthcare is a basic human right and especially that 
of a woman’s right to make decisions about her life and her body, but I believe that this 
right extends further then just access to abortion and birth control.  I believe that this right 
also includes a woman’s or a man’s a right to access affordable reproductive healthcare for 
infertility problems  

To make my point clear I believe that no governmental body, employer, or insurance 
provider Private or Public should restrict or limit access to these fundamental rights and 
that the costs of these treatments (including but not limited to terminating a pregnancy, 
seeking access to birth control, or insurance coverage for infertility and alternative 
methods chosen for persons right of reproduction, regardless of the reason for the 
procedure is a right and these rights of privacy need to be protected. 

8. What are the core functions of the elected office/body you seek; how can you improve them? 
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The functions of the Pierce County Council is to server as the legislative branch of 
governance within the framework of our county charter.  The council passes the laws of the 
county, establishes budgets, provides oversight to the executive branch and the other offices 
within the county, and acts as the voice of the constituent district from where they are 
elected from.  The thing that I believe that I can do is to return the voice to the citizens of 
the district by putting there needs above that of myself or other special interests  

9. Please list any key endorsements.   

Beckie	Summers	

IF ELECTED TO THIS POSITION (some questions may not be applicable):  

10. What would you do to ensure that your constituents each have a truly equal and fair 
opportunity to succeed based on merit and effort, rather than pre-existing status or classification? 
America is the land of opportunity, recognizing that if one has the desire and opportunity 
anything is possible.  I don’t believe that any one person or one race should by just 
tradition, or status, or even who shouts the loudest control the destiny of everyone else, and 
I feel that as an elected leader that it is my responsibility to ensure that those with the best 
ideas, who work the hardest, and displays our highest ideals and values get all off the tools 
and access they need to be successful regardless of race, ethnicity, or income and I feel that 
those with the most, who have the access and status need to be held to the same standards 
as those who lack those advantages.  To accomplish this, I would ensure that those 
marginalized voices were apart of my decision making process, and I would limit those with 
infinite resources from marginalizing those who don’t’ 

11. What benefits and problems come from increasing population; how would you address them?   
The county faces numerous problems with increasing population, these include an aging 
infrastructure, limited access to quality affordable housing, challenges with public 
education, and equitable enforcement of our laws.  I would work to make housing 
affordable by putting process in place that require new development projects include a pre-
determined amount of low income housing, or working with state and federal partners to 
find funding for our aging infrastructure, or putting in place programs that encourage 
growth in underserved communities, and finally reviewing the county code for local laws 
that discriminate against the poor and our ethnic communities. 

12. How would you support workers, including union workers, whether employed privately or by 
government? 
It is my responsibility to ensure that the needs of the worker are not overlooked or 
trampled, while facilitating an environment where are local businesses can grow and 
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succeed.  I would support rules for requiring a living wage, requirements the county to 
prioritize working with Pierce county businesses and utilizing pierce county labor on public 
works projects or general purchasing first before going outside of the county for goods and 
services. 

13. What policies and actions would you take to protect and improve the natural environment? 
I would look at our current land use policies and see what changes can be made that will 
improve the natural environment.  I would encourage tax incentives for using green energy, 
using green products, and providing a look at tax credit for recycling, or providing paper 
bags, or limiting individual vehicle use, and other initiatives green initiatives. 

14. What would you do to increase housing access and decrease income inequality? 
As we don’t have a county income tax, our ability to dramatically reduce income inequality is 
rather limited,  I would support further unionization of our local businesses, and requiring a 
living wage, and I am open to ideas on other ways to reduce this inequality.  However, the 
powers regarding land use lend us the option to increasing housing access by requiring low 
income, and lower middle-class housing units as part of any new development is something we 
can impact at the county council level 

15. Identify any budget challenges for your elected office/body; how would you deal with them? 
I am not aware of what the specific challenges are at this time, but I expect that the 
COVID-19 response will have a tremendous impact on the budget.  My first choice is to 
apply for any relief that might be made available to the county from the federal 
government, but I am not afraid to raise revenues for the county using various fees and 
taxes 

16. How will you approach safety, police, and court system issues – and what are they? 
We have a large trust issue between the police and the communities they serve.  I would 
look into more community policing opportunities, and I would look into our cash bail 
system to help elevate the injustice of holding the poor in jail while those with more affluent 
means get out on bail.  

I would look at ways to make the police apart of these communities so that there in no 
longer a us verses them mentality but a recognition of both the protection out low 
enforcement brings while imparting a belief in service to the community in police and law 
enforcement officers.  It will require a mindset change on all parties.  

17. Finally, any additional comments you would like to share with the Committee:  
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